VAC
VAC Designs Revolutionary
Automatic Bias System for its Newest Power Amplifier
High-end audio electronics manufacturer announces new line at CES

January 3, 2013 – High-end audio electronics manufacturer Valve Amplification Company (VAC)
proudly unveils its new Statement iQ Power Amplifier and Statement Series Preamplifiers at the
2013 International Consumer Electronics Show, which takes place January 8-11 in Las Vegas,
Nevada.
Known for designing audio amplifiers that use vacuum tubes (a more than 100-year-old technology
still embraced by musicians, recording engineers, and audio aficionados because of it ability to
produce superior sound), VAC reveals the revolutionary VAC iQ System (patent pending), representing a breakthrough in the application of tube technology.
VAC founder Kevin Hayes states, The VAC iQ System is the result of 18 years of research and development by VAC, and represents the first time in history that each tube in a vacuum tube amplifier can be held continuously at the optimal operating point, regardless of how loudly or softly the
music is playing; it also takes the worry out of maintaining a tube amplifier. We are excited to offer
this sound experience for the first time to the attendees at CES this year.”
In addition to unveiling the Statement iQ Power Amplifier, VAC will exhibit the new Statement Line
Amplifier and the new Statement Phono Amplifier as part of the showing of its complete product
range at The Venetian Towers, suites 30-125 and 30-127. For interviews, photos and more information on the VAC iQ System or other models, please contact Kevin Hayes at kevin@vac-amps.com
or 941.952.9695.
Fact Sheets
Statement iQ Power Amplifier (pdf)
Statement Line Amplifier (pdf)
Statement Phono Amplifier (pdf)
VAC iQ System (pdf)
About VAC
Founded in 1990, VAC designs and manufactures the world’s finest audio instruments, exploiting
the inherent linearity and advantages of vacuum tube technology to achieve the highest possible
fidelity. In addition to the VAC brand, the company has designed and manufactured equipment for
other companies, including Marantz, Universal Audio, Sansui, and Audio Classic. VAC is located
in Sarasota, Florida, U.S.A. and is a privately held business. For more information about VAC and
to sign up for VAC’s quarterly newsletter, visit www.vac-amps.com.
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